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I. Introduction And Defini~ion 
!!The man stops suc~denly. CP re f11lly 
turns, goes slo':rly to the store v1indov1, 
and gazes into the case. He is not, how-
ever, seeing any of the articles on dis-
play. His face is drP.wn and anxious, r: is 
muscles rigid, his respirations shallov.r, 
and rather frightened. This attitude he 
ma i!ltains for e few momt1nts. 'l1hen, takes 
a deep brePth, en~ sighs, anri proceeds de-
liber2 tc ly on his vJF:y. 11 ( t 9) 
Isn't this a peculiPr way for A uerson to Ect? 
However, if the truth were knmvn, our friend has ,ju~t 
experienced an attack of angina pectoris. He mr-:y hevo 
suffered a severe pain over the precor(:i,1m, the epi-
gastrium, the neck, or the left arm. On the other 
hand, it might have been simply a sensr of constric-
tion in the chest, of inability to breath adeauatFly, 
a sinking sensation, a feeling of 1/vBakness, and im-
pending death. The man knovrs without mistake, that 
something is v.rrong. In the pest, his experience has 
taught him tho~ ectivity or effort will prolong this 
agony. The peculier rn~ture of the synr:::itoms, an appre-
1. 
hension of ~eath, foretells sg2inst aggreveting it. 
His snlf-consiousness naturally forces him to re-
strain from others so thAt they may not witness his 
discomfort. 
At last, when the i::mginal 2ttack hAs subsided, 
he again feels well anc1 strong, and is ca-pable of 
continuing as before. (49) 
In Heberden's early description of angina pee-
toris are found the essential features of angina pee-
toris. It is in this description that the condition 
of angina pectoris rightfully belongs. It is char-
acterized by (a) paroxysmal pain usually pectorial, 
'" provoded by an incre8se of the demands of the heart 
and relieved by a diminishing of the ''Tork of the 
heart, and (b) the likelihood of terminetion by suo-
den death. ( 23) 
The ansv.rer to the cause of this phenomenon has 
been studied for a considerable time. According to 
the most present day observers in heart di~ease, the 
explanation concerns itself with the lack of nourish-
ment or anoxemia of the hesrt muscle. 
It is the desire of this thesis to prove the 
theory that the cause of pain of angina pec-r;oris, 
either in the functional tyne, or vtfhen therf' is an 
2. 
organic basis as in coronary disease, is a csrdiac is-
h • . '-b t . 1 k -"" ff. . + c emia or anoxemia--·i... .a is, a ec ,._ 0.1. su ... icien,, sun-
ply of oxygen to the heart. 
The consensus of opinion is the.t anoxcmia of tne 
myocerr1ium is the cause o:f' genuine anc:ina; neverthe-
less, anoxemia of the myocardium m<>.y exist without 
causing angina, and it must be confes~.:;en at once th2t 
all factors determining whether or not engine pectoris 
will develop are not cleer. 
II. Historical 
On the tv;ent:r-first o:L July, l '768, Willinm He brr-
den (1710-1801) reed before the Royal CollAge of P~y-
sicians, London, his clessic<?l "Some Account of a Dis-
order of the Breast" which he ccilled Angina Pectoris 
on account of the sensation of strangling and anxiety 
which accompanies it. (15) (31) (55) (62) (71) It vms 
based on tv1enty cases, none. of '''hich had been examined 
after death; but very tentatively suggested "a strong 
cramp, or r,n ulcer, or oossible both." The title, 
angina pectoris, nroposed by Heberden is not without 
its drmvb[0 clrn Emd interest. Angirn:1 hes, like ouinsy, 
been used for sore throat ana tonsillitis, prob~bly be-
cause a strangling or choking ~en°5tion ,~s thought to 
be common to both. (16) (62} 
Though Heberden's title of engina pectoris h~s 
long been firmly establisherl snn recentl v en<'lorsE·d b;:r 
Thomas Lewis' term "Heberden's Angina Pectoris, Angina 
of l~f:i'ort," other names and forms of angina pectoris 
have been r3uggested anr' described. Parry in 1799, 
calle~ it syncoue onginose, but preferreo syncope an-
, ,::i •• , _,_ • ,:; • + b. gens, flS ne u ].n no v COil'; lt.ET 8llglilOSB ,,Q P strictly 
Lcitin. ( 13) 
4. 
Heath, insisti_ng un;'arrcntebly on t 1rn vulmon2ry 
symptons, thought it necessery to rechristen engi.na 
pectoris and to call it "spasmofl_ic asthma." ( 71) 
Similarv, Baumes, impre~'sed b,- the intensity of the 
pa infnl nhenomenon, pro po ~e fl n nev1 nr:!ffie, "stern2 lg ia, Tl 
( 62) ( 71) At lrist the rer= lity of the nevtly-de~.cribed 
morbid entity was recognize'' anr" the name Dronosen by 
Heberden be c.':.me definite. ( ?l) 
A claimc•ras mede forRougnon (61) by his loyel 
countrymen, Baumes in 1808, .Jaccnud in li'.)65, ann Peter 
in 1883, who contended that he geve the earlier ec-
count of the disease, but omitted to name it, which 
Heberden did. (55) (62) (69) On the eighteenth of 
Mnrch, 1768, Rougnon wrote A letter to Anne Charles 
Lorry, "Docteur--R~gent de la Fac11lte de medecine de 
Paris," e_ f'e shioneble court p'li_y" iciEn of P2ris. This 
printed pamphlet of fifty-five peges described the 
sudnen rleath on the tvrcnty-third of Februery, 1768, 
of a Captain Chr'rles, fifty yePrs olr'l, formerly a ca-
valry officer, and recorded the necrcusy. This reryort, 
therefore, preceded Heberden's delivery of ~is pauer bP-
fore the Royal College of Physicians of London on the 
twenty-first of .July, 17G8, by four months, and the 
r:· 
,) . 
publicntion of the volume (1772) con .sining it by four 
years. ( 52) 
7here has, hovrever, bee:~ ,,;enerol agreement th2t 
Morgngni in 1761 describe(" f'r authentic cesr0 • ( 62) 
( 69) Tbe renort ,,.rss thc:t of' f. vrell-knO'Nn Ite lian 
physician, Ferrianni, irrho died. of 2ngina pectoris 
and the postmortem v·.ras none by Morc;agni. ( 69) 
Huchard credits Drelingcourt (1700), (?) (69) 
Thebesius anfl Bellini, ( 1703) vli th making the first 
observations or coronary sclerosis. Ot~ers from then 
on, especially Morgagni, make freouent references to 
the formation of calcareous masses or stones in the 
aorta, and allude frequently to such changes in the 
coronary vessels. Neither Rougnon nor Heberden as-
sociated sclerosis of the vessels with profluction of 
anginal pain. This rPletionship 'Nns suspected by Dr. 
John Hunter, but more definitely stated by his pupil, 
Ed1Ne.rd Jenner, 8 ft er finding extens i VP sclerosis in 
the heart of Dr. John Hunter, who sufff>re c'l with an-
gina pectoris end died of coronary occulsion. Jen-
ner communicated his impression to P2rr~r, and they 
were the first to really advance the theory that scle-
osis of the coronary artery is the cause o~ angine 
pectoris. Kreysig suggested thHt the pain is produced. 
6. 
I 
because of lessened blood flow through the coronary 
arteries, because of their constriction from sclerosis. 
Blackhall, Germain, See, and Huchard, because of find-
ing an occasional heart in ·which there wes no gross 
pathologic2l lesion in the coronary erteries, suggested 
the possibility of spasm of the coronary arterv to ac-
count for lessened blood f lov.r to the myocardium. ( 67) 
III. Organic Factors 
A. coronary Artery Disease 
It seems probable, however, that John Hunter 
(1728-1793) alreac1y knew quite well that angina 
pectoris was associated with disease of the coro-
nary arteries; for in 1775 John Fothergill (1712-
1780) published a fatal case on which Hunter per-
formed the necropsy in 1775, and had reported that 
"The coronary arteries from their origin to many of 
their ramifications upon the hec::rt were bec·ome one 
piece of bone. n Ref'E:l'htcc may now· pEn'haps be me de: 
to an earlier necropsy made by John Hunter on a cEse 
of angina pectoris in 1772, on which he reported 
nothing more than small patches of ossification in 
the aorta, and did not mention the coronary arteries, 
but Jenner, '!Nho i.•ms present, vJTote to Perry, "I can 
almost positively say that the coronary arteries 
were not examined." (62) {69) 
As early as 1895, Osler believed the pain in 
angina pectoris was due to anemia of the myocerdium 
produced by disease of the coronary arteries. (62) 
Schv1ertman states thEt the underlying cause is a 
temporary coronary insufficiency causing an anoxemia 
s. 
of the heart muscle. Several pathological conditions 
may give rise to angina pectoris, one of the most com-
mon of which is a partial or comn.lete closure of one 
of the main coronary arteries, or a branch as a re-
sult of coronary thrombosis. Another condition often 
associate() v1i th the one just mentioned, is the narrow-
ing of these vessels by sclerosis. The third impor-
tant cause is the narrowing or closure of the mouths 
of the corom:ry erteries es a res11lt of syphilitic 
disease of the aorta. (59) (62) 
Bennett (1937) believes that 99 per cent of the 
cases of angina pectoris as a result of the narrowing 
of the lumen of the coronary artery, tbe emount of 
blood to the heart muscle is cut dovm and an ischemia 
results. (6) 
Keefer and Resnik (1928) attribute the cardiac 
pain in the majority of cases to coronary disease. 
Lecount reported sixty cases in v.D.1ich death resulted 
from disturbance of coronary circulation or from le-
sions generall;;· regertJed as caused by such difficulty. 
Of 1'75 petients who died from he2rt diserse, only 
those wi tl1 coronary disease had had symptoms of an-
gina pectoris. (d2) 
9. 
Danielopol11 (1924) es well ns Keefer end Resnik 
(1928) conclude that it is po~sible to sey thrt Ell 
angina pectoris is the result of an inadeauate coro-
nary circulation, "'Nbich may occur ''"hen tl1e nrteries 
are hearthy, but it is mart' likely iivhen they ere in 
a state of sclerosis. (19) (42) This suggestion 
will account for thr frequency of coronary disease 
in angina; anginnl symptoms may, nevertheless, ori-
ginete in e het;trt in which thr coronary erteries are 
healtr1y, or be absent even 'nhen there is extensive 
sclerotic change. (19) (34) (48) 
The explanation appears to be rs follovm: 'T'he 
anginal attack arises from a disturbence of the bel-
ancc bet'.'een the work of the myocardi11n ano its blood 
supply through the coronary arteries. {12) (19) (54) 
{69) {76) This disturbance may occur in the case of 
a healthy heart; but is more cornmon if the coronc:ry 
arteries are somewhet obstructea. It is conceivable 
that even heelthy coronery artrries, faced by en ex-
cessive r1 emnnd, me:.' be unnble to respond sufficiently 
to providP an adeauete myocerdiel blood sunnly, and 
consequently, it is not out of the ~uestion thAt such 
a disturbe.nce of belance m0.y occur in a perfectly 
heelthy hee.rt. (12) (19) (40) (69) In this wey can 
10. 
be explained the anginal attacks occurring in young 
subjects follov:ing the re pid. ascent of a mount a in, 
or after cycling, or some other strr· inea effort, 
when no coronary disease was found at the necropsy. 
Moreover, this suggestion explains those cases of 
coronary disease without anginal symptoms, where the 
slowness of growth, if obstruction in the coronary 
arteries hes permi ttea. tbe development of anastomotic 
channels, and the provision of a goo~ supply. (12) 
(19) When an anginal attack occurs in a heelthy heart 
after over-exertion, there is preRent a condition of 
coronary insufficiency without coronary disease; in 
case of extensive coronary obstruction without an-
ginal attacks, there is present coronary disease with-
out coronary insufficiency. (19) 
While it was formerly believed that the coronary 
arteries were end arteries Blumgart has recently de-
monstrated that communications may exist between the 
coronary arteries. vratery solutions in,iected into 
one coronery e.rtery ere nlv.rays found in the other cor-
onary artery, demonstrating that even in the normal 
heart fine communications exist between the main cor-
onary arteries. When, however, normal hearts were in-
jected with colored lead agar mass Blumga.rt and his 
11. 
associates noticed that the passa,:e of the mass from 
one coronery ertPry to the other side was unusual. 
Since the lead ager suspension penetrates regularly 
only as far as arterioles forty microns in diameter, 
inner arterlal collateral path~rays of forty microns 
or more may be regarded as generally absent in normAl 
hearts. Previous studies have demonstrated, hovrever, 
that if narrowing of a coronary artery occurs, these 
larger collateral pathways develop and supply that 
area of the myocardium 1Nhich would otherwise suffer 
from diminished blood flow. Vessels of the larger 
size are of ma.jar importance in obviating the ef'fect 
of' arterial narrowing and occulsions, on the other 
hand, the fine inner erterial communications of less 
than forty microns in diameter do not prevent in-
farct ions following s11aden thrombotic 0r embolic 
occulsions of a coronary artery clinically or after 
experimental ligation of an artery. (12) 
In a series of' 355 cases Blu.mgart (1941) found 
that there were 47 instances of angina peotoris. (12) 
In every case, examination of the clinical and path-
ological data suggested the existence of relative 
insufficiency of the coronary circulation. This 
coronary insufficiency, or renuced "coronary reserve," 
12. 
may be produced by factors which decrease the supply of 
blood or by factors which increase myocArdial require-
ments. The chief fector decreasing the blood supnly 
is mechanice 1 obstruct ion to blood flov.r by arterial 
sclerotic narrowing or occulsion. (12) 
Paterson (56) has studied intimal hemmorrhage of 
the coronary arteries which a.re due apparently to rup-
ture of the capillaries in the erterial wall. Such 
intimal hemmorrhages are commonly found in recently 
thrombosed corone1ry arteries. His studies suggest that 
capillary rupture and intimal hemmorrhages are closely 
concerned with the formation of most coronary thrombi. 
Thrombosis in the lumen of a coronary artery may be 
initiated by aif.fusion Of blood from an intimal hem-
morrhage into the lumen, by necrosis of the intima or 
by retrogrede capillary thrombosis. Paterson points 
out that during periods of physical stress a rise in 
pressure in the capillaries in the intima may occur, 
causing their rupture. (56) Complete closure of a 
coronary artery by thrombosis may occur hours or days 
after the original ca.pillary hemmorrhage. ( 13) 
Winternitz (13) has demonstrated the rich capil-
lary network that is found in arterial walls, part of 
which is found in the neighborhood of sclerotic areas. 
13. 
He has found that hemmorrhsges into tbe intime are 
frequently the precipitating.factors in arterial throm-
bosis. 
These anatomic studies suggest bow unusual ex-
ertion may bring ebout arterial occulsion, hence, an-
gina pectoris. With physical effort there is a sudden 
alteration of arterial pressure, cer~i2c action is in-
creased, rupture of one of the capillaries or sinus-
oids in the arterial vrall may occur, er a softened 
atheromatous plaque may rupture into the arterial 
lumen. If the hemmorrhage is lerge, there may be al-
most immediate occulsion of the coronery artery; if 
the hemmorrhage is small or slow, or if it is followed 
by a grE1.dually groviing mural thrombosis, the occulsion 
may develop slowly or reme.in incomnlete. Thus, the 
concept of coronary occulRion or of angina nectoris 
induced by physical exertion may be explained. {13) 
Boas {1939) reported fourteen ceses of angina 
pectoris immediately follovling e non-penetreting in-
jury to the precordiu.m or unusual bodily effort. 
Eleven additional similar cases have been observed 
and further cases have been reported in the litera-
ture. (13) Undoubtedly the explanation given for 
such may be that cited by Paterson es stated previously. 
14. 
I 
However, the comolete accentence of trie coronrry 
theory has tv'IO object ions. Hubble ( 19:70) recognize CJ 
that many cases which were found at post mortem ex-
aminations to have extensive coronerv disease, even 
with obstruction, had no history of attacks of an-
gina pectoris. (34) Investigation into the coronary 
circulation has done a-way wi-t:.: this first ob ,iection. 
It is now knovm that anastemoses between the verious 
branches of the coronery system ere often v~ry exten-
sive, ano sometimes, even in en acute obstruction, 
so free that the suppl·y of the blood through the my-
ocardium is not seriously jeopernised ana no engi.nal 
pain develops. The second objection is not so easily 
dismissed.. Cases of angina pectoris in vrhich there 
are no demonstrable lesions of the coronary arteries 
have frequently been described in the literature. 
These ce.ses have been examined Vf:ry critically by 
many authors and the cohclusion is inevitable: An-
gina pectoris can occur in the absence of any coro-
nary lesion. 
To account for the cases of angina pectoris pre-
sent in the ab~ence of any lesion of the coronary 
arteries an ingenious and attractive idea of a spas-
modic constriction of the coronary arteries was hypo-
15. 
thesized. This hovrever, is only a hynothesis '"thich is 
not very susceptable of proof and if the myoc2rr.iel 
anoxemic theory is accepted, it seems to do avm7 vvith 
the need for any cororn:o.r~v' spasm. ( 42) Keefer and 
Resnik (42) oppose this furthur development of the 
coronary theory on other end more debFtaole grounds. 
First, they sa·r that it "is difficult to understand 
how vrsoconstrictors could affect a coronary artery 
which 1sas already altered b~v coronary sclerosis."" 
No one, today, postulates vasoconstriction in a cal-
careous artery. It is enough for the production of 
angina pectoris that when the m'rocardium calls for e 
productional blood supply, the diseased artery fails 
to dilate. Again they say: "One would expect, if 
coronary spasm vrere the actual cause of angina pec-
toris .to find fairly frequent examples of myocardial 
infarct without organic obst~1ction of the coronary 
arteries. This seems an unreasoning argument. Is 
it rational to expect a temporary and relative dimi-
nution in the blood Slnroly of the m;.rocFlrd ium to re-
sult in the production of a myocardial inferct? It 
has been previously proved that a permnnent and abso-
lute occlusion of a branch of the coronary circ~1lation 
may not result in an infarction owing to an aaequate 
16. 
coronary anastomosis. In the third objection to the 
theory of coronary spesm, it seems likely that they 
are on surer ground. Keefer and Resnik (42) quote 
the animal experiements of' Anrep an": Seg2 ll "Hhich 
prove that vasoconstriction of the coronary arteries 
is due to vagal action. Thus stimulation of the vagus 
is always accompanied by a slowing of the heart rate 
and they quite rightly point out that there is no 
characteristic alteration of the pulse-rate in an-
gina, and certainly no constant deceleration. (34) 
:tt is impossible to accept the theory of coro-
nary disease as a complete explanation for all cases 
of angina pectoris, end thAt the occurrence of coro-
nary-arterial spasm as a factor in the causation of 
angina pectoris is by no means improver~. Coronnry 
spasm is only a hypothesis unless c;Jw:re is nroved to 
be no condition present v1hich is capeble of producing 
an anoxemia of the myocardium. (34) 
17. 
B. Aortic Insufficiency 
Since Heberden's classical <'lescription of angina 
pectoris in 1768 there has been lively deb0te as to 
the etiology of angina pectoris. Allbut believed 
aortic lesions were responsible for this syndrome. 
Wllile MacKenzie, on the other hand, held the.t coro-
nary artery disease leading to myocardial exhaustion 
was found in practically all of these cases and, hence, 
was the cause. (16) 
Keefer and Resnik (1928) observed in thirteen 
cases coming to necropsy, five had coronary disease 
alone, five had aortic insufficiency alone, ana three 
had combined coronery disease and aortic insufficiency. 
( 42) 
Nothnagel, Neusser, Frainkel, Osler, Galla.varden, 
Longoscope, MacKenzie, and others (42) noted aortic 
insufficiency is accompanied by angina. Lord stated 
that in five of his six cases of angina occurring in 
syphilitic patients, there was aortic insufficiency. 
Gallaverden found that of his cases of angina with 
aortic insufficiency, 8? per cent were of syphilitic 
orgin. 
MacKenzie (42) observed angina pectoris in ninety 
patients with aortic insufficiency, 23 per cent of the 
18. 
total number of case 8 reported. It is not clePr hov·.r 
many of his cecses 1Nere due to syphilitic rortitis. In 
some, in which postmorten records ~·mre aveilable, the 
coronary arteries iNere normal, in others, some degree 
of obstruction of the corom:1 ry arteries was present, 
either by narrowing of the orifices or sclerosis of 
the vessels. Resnik and Keefer (1928} reported in 
their cases of angina, sevrn cases occured in patients 
with syphilitic aortic insufficiency. Of these latter 
patients. five came to necropsy, and in tViro th.Are WE.s 
partial occlusion of the coronar':r arter1-es. Among 
other authors who mention the occurrence of engine in 
cases of syphilitic aortitis an~ aortic insufficiency 
may be mentioned-- Longoscope, five cases, and Lamb, 
ten cases. ( 42) 
When angina pectoris develops in a patient with 
aortic insufficiency, the valvular lesion is usually 
of syphilitic origin. Angina pectoris is als.o seen 
in instances of rheumatic aortic insufficiency. Res-
nik and Keefer observed four patients with this type 
of valvuler a isease ·who suffered from seizures of 
angina pectoris; in the one cGse in which necropsy 
wc:s performed, the coronary arteries v.rere patent. 
In a group of thirty-three cases of aortic insufficiency 
19. 
i. 
in young person, in which the history of rheumatic in-
fection was positive in 87 per cent. Clark found that 
many of the patients suffered from attacks of angina 
pectoris. (42) 
Angina has also appeared in rare cases of runture 
of the aortic velve. (42) 
Various hypotheses hPve been edvenced to exnlain 
the occurrence of angina pectoris in cases of aortic 
insufficiency. (42} 
Lewis and Drury (42) first demonstrated that the 
circulatory changes taking place in arteriovenous fis-
tula were similar to those seen in aortic regurgita-
tion, namely, low diastolic pressure, high uulse pres-
sure, water-hammer pulse, collapsing pulse, and etc. 
They presented evidence to show that these signs were 
dependent on a leak of blood from the arterial stream 
and suggested that the same was true in case of aortic 
reflux. Since the coronary blood supuly pressurP.ls 
dependent, for the most part, on the height of the 
diastolic blood pressure, and since in aortic insuffic-
iency the diastolic blood pressure is cneracteristically 
decreased, it was reasone.ble to suppose thet Fl dimin-
ished coronary flow was present in cases of aortic in-
sufficiency. ( 42) ( 18) However, it remained for Smith, 
20. 
Miller and Graber to demonstrate that the coronary 
flow vms nctually decreased in experimental aortic 
insufficiency in dogs, and that this decrease was 
caused by the lowering of the r'liastolic level. Res-
nik end Keefer believe they have ~efinite proof that 
in aortic insufficiency there is a a iminished blood 
supply to thE heert muscle, satisfactory grounds for 
assuming that anoxemia of the myocPrdium may ensue. 
( 42) 
They state it is possible to show that practi-
cally all patients with angina pectoris do have a 
diminished blood supply to the heart, since practically 
all patients with angina pectoris have either coro-
nary disease or aortic insufficiency. In the one 
case, the decreased flow is due to anatomic alter-
ations in the coronary vessels, in the other, it is 
due to u~ysiological changes resulting from the val-
vular lesion. The end-result in both conditions is 
the same, anoxemia of the myocarnium. It is no longer 
necessary to assume that spasm of the coronaries takes 
place in angina, a hypothesis w~ich rests in uncer-
tain evidence and to which there are v.reighty ob ,jec-
t ions. ( 34) ( 42) 
Keefer and Resnik compare the occurrence of angina 
21. 
pectoris in aortic insuffic irncy ce.used by syp1: ilis 
and those casr:s uror'luced by rheurnritic 80rtic insuf-
f . . I 1 • 1 . . . . . . ,,, fl • • th 1c1ency. n syp111 i~1c aor~1c 1nsur~ 1c1ency, e 
valvulnr lesion is 11 pure," it is uncomplicr,ted by 
the pre::;cnce of e:ortic stn10si('!. In rheumc!tic aor-
tic insufficiency, ho 0 •. ·evcr, there is li!rnly to be 
associated e more or less msr>~ea. degree of stenos is, 
which tends to counter-balance the effects of tr~e in-
sufficiency. The result is that usuall:r the insuf-
ficiency is more marked in syphilitic cases 2s. evi-
denced by the greater lowering of diastolic blood 
pressure, the higher pulse pressure, etc. In the 
second place, and probcbly of greet importance, is 
the fact thet many of the patients with syphilitic 
aortic insuf'ficienc:. heve, in adnitio:n to this lesion, 
narrowin€; or complete occlusion of the orifices of 
one or both coronary arteries. As either one of 
these lesions may lee.a to a certain Amount of dimi-
nution of coronary flmN,. the combined effect of th.e 
two tends to cause a greater dic,turbc"nce than is 
likely to occur in the average case of rheumatic aor-
tic insufficiency. (42) 
Contralto (18) (1937) states that sortie insuf-
ficiency, syphilitic in origin, is rarely associated 
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with ·angina pectoris except in t11ose cases in ·which 
the coronary orifices are narrovJed. He stetes that, 
although associated with aortic valvular disease, it 
is due to the insufficiency of the valve rather than 
to the stenosis. The explenation that is offered for 
this associetion is tlrn.t coronar:-· flow tr:kes nlace 
during diestole, and with a low ~iestolic pressure 
that accomuanies aortic insufficiency there is in-
adequate flow through the coronarv systf m with re-
sultant re la ti ve myocardial anoxrmia. ( 18) ( 34) ( 42) 
Harrison ( 18) confirms there are two imoortent 
points about angina pectoris and aortic stenosis; (1) 
that there is no evidence of anything vrhich cen ne-
crease the circulation of the heart in these cases, 
and (2) that in such patients there Ls much less re-
lationship of the pain to exercise than in ordinary 
coronary angina. In ceses without aortic stenosis 
Contralto (18) found, as a rule, at autopsy either 
coronary arterial sclerosis, luetic narrowing of the 
coronery orifice, or a well-marke(1 aortic insuffic-
iency, with a low diastolic pressure during life. 
The low oiastolic pressure prod,1ces r<ngina pectoris 
causing interference with the bloon sunply to the 
heart duri:r.g diastole. In persons with aortic stenosis 
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typical e.nginal seizures may occur in the absence of 
any of these factors, the aortic insufficiency either 
not being nresent et all or in many ceses of such mild 
degree ES to cause no lowering of diastolic presf'.ure. 
In such cesPs the pethologicEl evidence ~oes not point 
toward diminution of coronery flow, ano the enlarged 
coronary arteries suggest that the flow during life 
was actually greater th&n normal. However, this does 
not mean that the mechanism of angina is any differ-
ent in such cases as that occuring in other patients. 
The coronary flow has to be looked upon as not 
per se but from the stand point of its relationship 
to the need for blood; the latter, of course, depends 
upon the oxygen consumption of the heart, which in 
time depends largely on the work done by the heart. 
The latter depends on thref fe ctors ( 1) the amount 
of blood exnelled per unit of time, (2) the pressure 
against whic> this blooo is expelled, and (3) the 
energy expended in imnorting the velocity of this 
blood. (18) 
The pressure within the VEntricle during systole 
is probably enormously increased and this, of course, 
·tends to increase the cardiac work. The velocity 
factor is under certain conditions, a relatively small 
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frc:ction of the csr:"iPc ,.,or>. Hm·'ever, it ma:r become 
the gree ,~est -rr: ctor in ;:;ort ic steno sis, ·where, with a 
markedly narrov7ed orifice, the rete of flow r11nst be 
enormously greater auring systole. It is po~sible, 
and indeed ·:uite likely, that the velocity fector is 
more than fifty percent of the c<:r<'liPc work in e case 
of marked aortic stenos is. 'Therefore, even though 
the coronary flow increases, say threefold, it is ouite 
li!rnly that the card isc v..rork may be increr'.sed f011rfold, 
and this 1.vould, of c011rse, tend to produce r:1ngina 
pectoris throug11 the usu2l mechPnism of myocsr<'lial 
anoxemie. ( •.t2) 
Cantrel to ( 18) offers another explenat ion v:hich 
depends on the likeness of the 2orta anr'1 the coronary 
system to e. common fc:ucet suction pl1mp. The vratPr 
flowing througb the lergPr orifice causes a suction 
on the smaller orifice which enters et right PnglPs. 
The amount of suet ion is somev1he t dependent upon the 
velocity of the flow through the lrrger orifice. He 
states that it seems reasonable to assume that in 
the normal heart ~;.ritl: npaper thin" aortic ve.lves, 
during systole thesP leaflets are fairly close to 
the coronery ostiB preventing rny such suction ection. 
In cBseP of aortic Rtenos.i"s wi"t}',· r1"c1·~ c~1c1·~1·ea - • t~c \..l ' C ·. .l . ' 
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immove.ble aortic vr::lvos, ancl mcr]rndly increr:ser vr lo-
city of blood flow, it is possible that this suction 
may even drav1 blood out of the coronary erteries end 
lead to relative myocarcHsl ischunia. ( 18) 
LaPlace (~4) in a series of cases of engine pec-
toris found that angine occurrPd in 8.3 per cent of 
the cc.ses in whic'' the niEstolic pressure was eighty 
mm. merct1ry, or cbove, ;::.3.3 per cent in 16.7 per cent 
of the ccses in which it \'ra~'. below forty mm. merc 1 r'r• 
The fact that this syndrome did not occur most fre-
quently in the latter groui:- he concluded that e low 
diastolic press~ire is of reletiveL.· slight imnortPnce 
in the pathogenesis of angin2 pectoris. The incidence 
of congestive f2 ilure wa~' ol~".O studied, but its in-
crease et low dic:.stolic levels was insufficient to 
account for the relatively greeter decrease in the 
incidence of engina pectoris in the same group. (46} 
These observations by LaPlace and others indicate 
that the appeerAnce of angina pectoris in ceses of 
aortic regurgitation cennot be attributed to an insuf-
ficiency of the coronFr·· perfusion pressure rluring 
diastole. They supnort the view of Hochrein that the 
work of the heart is the most important factor in de-
termining the volume of thE coronar:r bloor'l flow, r.na 
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that the myocardial circulation is relatively little 




The aortitis of angina pectoris has special fea-
tures which were observed as early es the ena of the 
eighteenth century b~r Jenner, rediscoverea in 1816 by 
Kreysig and confirmed by various contemporery authors. 
( 71) 
Brooks (1924) states angina pectoris is found in 
many instances in which, e.t post mortem, exten<'.'.ive 
disease of the aorta is present. (15) As a rule, tnose 
cases of aortitis which develop angina pectoris are 
such as show the disease chang8s most extensive in 
the first part of the ascending aorta, in or about 
the sinuses of Valsalva. It will be recalled that it 
is from this point that the coronary P,rteries take 
their origin, and in many such instances Brooks (15) 
has observed the degenerative or inflammatory process 
to be very marked at the openings into the coronaries. 
Here a small tumulus of tissue ma\· in part obstruct 
the lumen of the coronaries. It is easy to assume 
that lesions similar to these may produce F.lt times 
circulatory conditions precisely similar to ttose 
mentioned above as appearing in coroner;t endarteritis 





precisely identicel. This is, ho~.1.rever, not invBriebly 
the c2se, for in some instsnces no rpperent lesions 
of this character exist. fit least there cen be no 
question thet there is a frequent essociation of aor-
titis, occasionall'· without cissncic::tea. coronary di-
sease,with angina. Angina pectoris is not always 
present even in very advanced instances of aortitis. 
( 15) 
Vaquez (71) (1924) attributes the principal role 
in the pathogenesis of angina pectoris to a stenosis 
of the coronery arteries produced by aortitis. He 
states that the stenosis is situated either at the 
very beginning of the artery, especially the left, 
or al9ng its course. In a case reported by Potain, 
there were only tvm small plaques of aortitis situated 
exactly arount the orifice of the coronaries, the 
orifices of which they obstructed. The rest of the 
aorta v-.:as rr markably healthy. ( 71) 
Allbutt and Vaquez, and, recently, VJenkebach ( .r,2) 
strongly support the theory that many cases of angina 
pectoris have involvement of the aorta beceuse all 
patients with angina pectoris h0ve either arterio-
sclerosis or syphilitic aortitis. 
Keefer and Resnik (42) (1928) discussed the 
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rel8tion of Aortitis to Pnr1ne pectoris. They renorted 
twenty-six cr:ses of uncompliceter'l sypl1ilitic aortitis, 
proved by autopsy, and in not one instRnce ·wes there 
a history of 2ngina pectoris. 
They state in every cese in which detailed inform-
ation is given, either aortic insufficiency or coro-
nary disease, or a combination of the two, is present 
in cases of angina pectoris associated with syphilitic 
aortitis. This is apparently true, too, in case of 
angina associated with aneurysm. Frankel called at-
tention to the feet that angina occurred in patients 
with aneurysm, partic1Jlarly when there was arterio-
sclerotic changes in the region of the coronery vessels. 
( 42) 
Allbutt's view vres that the pain of engine was 
due to tension of the first pRrt of the aorta. which 
was invariably the seat of an inflamroator~' lesion. 
Sudden death occurring in angina v1a s, in his opinion, 
due to vagal inhibition of the heart's action. The 
main support for this theory rests on the finding of 
an aortic lesion in most ceses of angina pectoris, 
and it is undoubteoly true thot the post mortem recoras 
of'. patients ·who have suffered from ~ingina pectoris 
during life shoiN, e~ a rule, either aortic atheroma 
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or syphilitic aortitis. The relevant objections to 
this theory may be briefly statFd: 
(a) Many cases of angina pectoris h8ve been re-
corded in v:hic no disease of the aorta was demonstra-
ted after death. Allbutt confessed, for exe.mple, that 
he was unrble to f:ccount for the occurrence of angina 
aortic regurgitation of rheum2tic origin. (15) (42) 
( 34) 
{b) Aortic lesions occur very frFauently without 
anginal symptoms, for instance on this theory, it is 
difficult to account for the variety of angina pectoris 
in aneurysm of the aorta. {34) (42) 
(c) The average age incidence of syphilitic aor-
titis is a decade earlier than the average age inci-
dence of angina pectoris. {34} 
(d) The theory of death from vagal inhibition is 
inadequate. (34) (42) Lewis writes: "To accuse the 
vagus when unexpected syncope terminates life, in the 
absence of clear evidence of its responsibility, is 
unjustifiable. It is probable that sudden death in 
angina pectoris res11lts from ventricular fibrillation 
and there is no experimentPl evidence to show the.t 
fibrillation of the ventricle is dependent on the 
vagal stimulation. Pgain there is no evidence thrt 
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the vagus is stimulated during an attack of angina 
pectoris, there is neither slowing of the heart rate 
nor eny evidence of auriculo-ventricular block." (3~) 
(e) The high rate of incidence of aortic changes 
accompanying angina pectoris is well explained by an 
alteration in the coronary circulation. Aortic ath-
eroma is often accompanied by coronary atheroma and in 
syphilitic aortitis the mouths of the coronary arter-
ies are often obstructed. It has also b~en recently 
suggested by East and Bain that advanced atheroma 
of the aorta results in a diminished elasticity which 
impairs the head of pressure regulating the coronary 
circulation. (34) 
Resnik and Keefer (42) (1928) and Hubble {34) 
(1930) as well as many others strongly believe that 
the aortic theory doesn't supply an adequate explana-
tion for sudden death es does occur in angina pectoris. 
Allbutt said vagi stimulation was the cause of death 
in aortitis. In such cases, one would expect to find 
a definite decrease in heart rate, and it is well known 
angina pectoris produces no definite .change in heart 
rate. A healthy heart withstands vagal stimulation 
as has been proven in experimental work. 
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IV. Functional Factors 
A. Endocrine Disturbances 
1. Hyperthyroidism 
The associetion of hyperthyronism en0 angina p~c­
toris is not common. However, in all probabilit'l, the 
frequency of the association is slightly higher than 
is ordinarily supposed, as it is very easy to over-
look angina pectoris in the presence of severe hyper-
thyroidism, or mild hyperthyroidism in a patient with 
angina pectoris. (30} 
Lev and Hamburger reported six hyperthyroid cases, 
in four of whicr relief of EJngina follov.red pArtial 
thyroidectomy. Sturgis likewise reporten a CBse of 
exopthalmic goiter and angina pectoris in which the 
latter condition was relieved. following partial thy-
roidectomy. Hursthal analyzed 500 cases of cardiac 
failure in hyperthyroidism and founn among them two 
patients with angina pectoris. l!".eans, Yihi te, and 
Krantz reported an increase in the severity of the 
basal metabolic rate by the administration of thyroid 
preparations. (30) 
The mechanism by which an increase in the basal 
hePt production in the body, as ind11ced by hyperthy-
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roidism, results in ce.rdiec embr rro sment hr:'s nnt. been 
conclusively demonstrated. Haines and Keepler (1930) 
lean to the viev; that ;;.n elevation of the basal meta-
bolic rate results in an incTeasec1 volume output-per-
minute from the heart, anr~ that angina pectoris is 
largely the result of An inedequ2te supply of blood 
to satisf;t the needs of the CF:lrdiac musculature for 
the moment. (30) 
It is eas~ to conceive, then, of a heart, the 
coronar;r blood supply of which is sufficient under 
normal circumstances, but is inadequate to meet the 
demands ple.ced on it by the addec'l wor"l<~ of the heart 
produced by hyperthyroidism. Vl1lli tten ( 30) has shown 
in his injected preparations that there is great vari-
ability in the coronary circulation and that some ap-
parently normal hearts may have a relatively small 
blood supply through the coronary arteries. Such 
hearts might withstand the stress of hyperthyroidism 
less v.rell than '·1earts with. a greater coronary circu-
lation. Willius, Boothby, and Wilson (30) have called 
ettention to the incre0se in the rate of blood flow 
in hyperthyroidism, and the resultant increase in the 
work of the heart. 
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Davies, Meakins, and Sands {30) found in patients 
with hyperthyroidism an increosed volume output of the 
heart per minute; the increese is relatively propor-
tional to thP increese in bEsal metebolic rate. After 
thyroidectomy, the minute volume outuut of the heart 
dropped to normal end the output of the heart per bPat 
diminished. Liljestrana and senstrom {30) found an 
increased minute volllme output from the heart in ex-
ophthalmic goiter. They felt that this fact accounted 
for the increased wor•< of the heart in exonhthalmic 
goiter and that the strain on the l 1 eart w1:is nependent 
on the increased work. Robinson and Burvrell ( 30) al80 
found greatly increased cardiac output in a case of 
hyperthyroidism. 
Sturgis (68) (1926) studied a series of patients 
complaining of thyroid disease at the Peter Bent Brig-
ham Hospital over a period of nine years. He noted 
that angina pectoris occurred in some of the pPtients 
complaining of myxedema, es well as hynerthvroi<'lism, 
and suggested some abnormal condition in each disea8e 
responsible for the occurrence of this syndrome. He 
stated that in exophthalmic goiter, patients have rn 
elevated basal metabolism anr, therefore, an increased 
load imposed upon the heart, even witl: the patient et 
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complete rest. Sturgis stetes it is probably true 
also, that the men ta 1 ste tus of r Pe'; ient with ex-
opthalmic goiter is of importancf in reletion to the 
cc::_rdiac seizures e.s they erf constentl·' restless, 
irritable, and ea~,il:.r upset by minor incerrnts which 
would me.lee but a slight impression on the everege nor-
mal person· {68) 
Hetzel ( 33) ( 1937) has shown by t}r.roidectomy if 
the basal metabolic rate is reduced to a minus twenty 
per cent or minus thirty per cent and then kept at 
minus fifteen to tv..renty per cent by giving thyroin 
extract, the patients suffering with angina pectoris 
ere greatly relieved. The explanation ·wo11ld appear 
to be the lowering of the metabolic, so that the 
tissue req1Jirements as regards oxygen are met by the 
lowered circulation; for Els the pain of angina pectoris 
is due to an ischemia of cardiac muscle, a lowering of 
the metabolic rate may compensate for the inadequacy 
of the coronary circulation by decreasing the range 
of the tissue requirements to a level commensurate 
with the impaired blood supply. The lowered metabolism 
in general ·won ld al~o decrease the amount o;" vrork 
which the heart has to perform. (2) (14) {33) 
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2. Hypothyroidism 
Hypothyroid states srF frequently associated with 
angina pectoris as noted b•r sev1rEl obsPrvers, includ-
ing Zondek {1918), Assman {1919), Fahr (1925), and 
White (1931); but, many authors suc"l-1 as Brooks (1929) 
do not consider hypothyroidism As a direct CPUse of 
angina pectoris nor, per se, as a result of it. (L) 
(15) 
Sturgis (68) (1926) in studying a series of pa-
tients with diseases of the thyroid at the Peter Bena 
Brigham Hospital over a period of nine years noticed 
a small group in whom the symptoms of angina pectoris 
were present. In the patients he noticed angina pec-
toris in cases of both hypothyroiclism and hyperthy-
rodism. {68) 
The occurrence of engine pectoris in patients 
with hypothyroidism is of interest from at least two 
stand points: (1) as a complicating factor, it intro-
duces into the treatment of the nisease with the thy-
roid gland; and (2) the possibility that hypothyroidism 
may be responsible, in rare instances, for some ana-
tomical changes which causes engine:; pectoris. How-
ever, as this paper concerns only the pathogenesis apd 
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not thP. treatment, v.re ere on1-· concerne<l vrith the 
latter. It is interesting to note the.t in abo1Jt half 
the patients ·:;ith mvxer';ema that Sturgis ~tua iea, ne-
cropsy findings indicater1 en extensive atherome of 
the aorta and also an endarteritis of the smPller 
arteries all over the body. Fishburg emphasized 
that various anatomic experimental and clinical find-
ings indicate that a loss of thyroid secretion is, 
in some ~~Y, injurious to the vascular system. (~8) 
It has been noter in the ma,;ority of the patients 
with hypothyroidism who have: been admitted to the 
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital that an unusual amount of 
thickening is uresent in the peripheral arteries. In 
some instances, these patients have been referred to 
the hospital with a diagnosis of generalized arterio-
sclerosis ena the hyuothyroidism overlooked. There-
fore, it appears that hypothyroidism mav be associated 
with· arteriosclerotic changes in both large and small 
arteries. (68) 
Beaumont (4) (1939} studied a case of hypothyroid-
ism for three years. He was able to prove that suf-
ficient thyroid ·would raise the patiEnt' s metabolism 
above the myxedema levPl to free him from anginal 
attacks. On the other hanr'I, if sufficient thyroid was 
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given to raise the metabolism above a certain height 
(in the region of a minus one to a plus one) the an-
ginal attacks reappeare~. From this, he concluaed that 
anginal symptoms in myxedema mav res'1lt either from 
spasm or sclerosis of the coroner··' arteries or from 
myxeodematous changes in the CGTriiac nerve cells Pnd 
and muscle. Vv'ith the former, angina comPs on After 
overdosage of thyroid, and with the latter, the an-
ginal symptoms are relieved by adequate thyroid treat-
ment. ( 4) 
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3. Diabetes Mellitus 
Diabetes enc1 angine "9ectoris hevc bren recogni7en 
as clinical entities for many years, y€t not until H36L1 
did Seegen ( 10) report on the occurrence of' the tv\ro 
diseases in one patient. Nineteen yeP-s later, in 
1883, Verge ly ( 10) emphasized the fre ri11ent assoc iF.t ion 
of thec:e tvvo a iSf'P Qf f'l.. He beceme ''° imnreRsed by the 
finding of the dise2qes togPther that he uublished a 
peper emphasizing the imnorte:nce of exAmining i•dth 
caution the nrine of ell petients with anginP nectoris 
to make sure ,-,h2t c" iebetes 'Nas not also nresent. Many 
other workers mede earl·' observr:1tions on en@:inP nec-
toris i::i relation to rl i8betes S":cr; es in Frence by 
Dreyfous anri Huchard, in Germany, Meyer, end in Eng-
land, by Ord. 
Naunyn and Brunton, (10) before the days of insulin, 
wrote considerably on coronary disear:e in diabetes. 
More recently iNe.rren and Root ( 10) at Joslin' s clinic 
reported coror1i::ir'c- sclProsis as an importent nBt'1ologicel 
finning in 11 of 1'7 of their f'etal cases OVf'r forty 
years of age. Wilder (10) in l? of 49 fRtal ces0s et 
the Mayo Clinic, en~ Strauss, (10) observPa extensive 
cerebral or coroner· sclerosis in 38 per cent of 5L'l 
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fnt2l crsPs in his clinic in Berlin. Blotner (10) 
notnri coronrr sclerosic r 0 e pat~ological fin~in~ in 
nesrly hrlf of ~is casFs. 
Hetenyi (10) reporter'l tvvo ce:c;Ps of 4iobntes P8-
socie.ted •:1 itl.1 angina pectoris in v.rhich the anginoi_d 
attacks appearer~ to be influence(] by ins:1lin. One of 
these patients develope '.'1 precor~' iel pa in after insnl in 
alone. Ho-.:ever, the pain did not develop when glu-
cose and insulin we:;•e given together. r.rhe other na-
tient developed an attack of angina pectoris a few 
hours after· e:1.n ins:1li 11 i n.jection enrl this v.ras rr lieved 
immediatAly b;r an intravenous in,jection of glucosp. 
Ed·warr'J s, Page, and Brovm, ( 10) sr1ov·e n th Pt i:nsulin 
hypoglycemia produces a decreased dynamic action of 
the 11eart. Visscher Rnd M:!1ller, end Brems And Holten 
(10) found an increase in blood pres.snre after insulin 
injections. Budingen (10} proved that the fiebPtic 
heart, in order to function properl~r, re q11 i "P" e higher 
blood sugar concentration than normal. :B~ec"h of thef!e 
facts might account for the ocurrence of a ceroiac ac-
cident such as angina pectoris after an insulin injection. 
Foote and Graybiel (25) found in 7,000 cases of 
diabetes mellitus, 210 cases of angina pectoris. This 
number exceedeo so markeoly the incidence of angina 
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in a general hospital population, that they concluded 
there was a specific influence on the DRrt of oiabetes. 
In the New England neeconess Hospital ana in a 
large series of casc·s report8d by V1r=<rren ( 25) the 
inc inence of coroner · throm.bos is vJi th infarct ion of 
the heart 10.cas found in 12 per cent of diabetic patients. 
Blotner (25) reported in 77 cases of diabPtes a marked 
disease of the coron2r·· vessels in 45 per cent. Ad-
vanced coronar:·· a isease, as well as sclerosis of the 
myocardium, has been present in every case of angina 
pectoris examined postmortem at the New England Dea-
coness Hospital. The character of the sclerosis and 
calcification of the coronary arteries was uniform. 
The coronary arteries are of the muscular tyue and 
show changes strikingly similar to 'the changPs found 
in muscul<:r arteries of the legs in diabetic gangrene. 
The advanced character of the myocardial changes in 
diabetic patients, in spite of the mildness o~ the 
anginal attacks is a distinctive feeture clearly sho'WD. 
by the autopsy data at the New England Deaconess Hos-
pital. It is surprising how many niabetic uatients 
with severe coronary sclerosis do escape having angina 
pectoris. ( 25) 
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There is very definite evidence to nrove that 
patients with aiabetes are Drone to develon vasculer 
disease. It is to be remembered th2t coronPr'r vessel8 
are likely to be implicated as vrell as othPr arteries 
of the body and, therefore, attacks of angina pectoris 
may follow. (6) (10) Diabetic patients with coronary 
disease ma:· have e well-marked pathological process 
involving thr heart muscle, and yet have no carniac 
symptoms of any sort. On the other hand, they may 
have long-standing hypertension, ann symptoms of con-
gestive failure of angina uectoris. (10) 
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4. Hyperadrenalism 
Raab, (58) (1938) reports several ob~ervr;tions 
·whic!: mig!1t in,~icr:te thrt ranid excretion of adrenalin 
ma': have an essFntiE1 l pert in the nathogenesis of an 
attack of angina pectoris. He states that muscle ex-
ert ion, mental excitement, nn1-1 cold, are conduc i VP 
to attacks of arigina pectoris. This mecbanism takes 
place by means of the elimim:tion of adrenalin on the 
cardiac muscle that is impaired b. coronary sclerosis. 
It has been sho-vm that thyroidectomy is done, in 
some cases, because of the inhibiting effect on the 
production of adrenalin. Ho"·ever, Raab suggested a 
more simple and less -e.ngero1rn means of inhibiting 
secretion of adrenalin by irradiPtion of the adrenals. 
In fifty-eight patients under observntion for six 
months, forty ·.·\'ere considerably improvPd or entirely 
free of complaints following irradiation. Seventeen 




Herrick and Nuzum in 1918, ~ 1rere th0 :C irst to 
describe en ses of -oernic ious 2ncmin , .. i th svmntom8 of 
angina pectoris. They found four cPses in 2 groun of 
tv•ro hundrec' pPtients snffering from nrimerv rnemias. 
Three of these patients dierl, onP in an anginal seizure, 
but no autopsies 1vere obteined. In 1926 Coombs, in e 
series of thirt:r-s ix patients ·with pernicious anemia 
found angina pectoris associated with this condition. 
One of these natients died ena at autonsy diffuse ath-
erome of the aortA wr::=o found. The coron2r7 '"rteries 
were not mentionefl. Cabot's book on 'lJenrt oisea8e 
appeared about this time, in whic1.., he me de the follovr-
ing statement: "I heve seen three c2ses of intense <3nd 
typical angina associeted v.dt·~ riernicious nnemia rnr'! 
without coroni=1r•/ chi::nge. One sbo,·red moderate soler-
osis of the aorta, the: ot11ers none. All were strictl~r 
dependent on exertion and were relieved b' rest. Such 
cases, like those seen in convr- le see nee from rmemnonia 
and other infections makes one skeptical of eny etiology 
' based wholly on organic end permanent change:c e it11cr 
in the coronaries or the Aorta." (17) (23) (32) (66) 
Hunter, Sturgin, Conners, Ev0ns, Levine, Elliott, 
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smith, Colvin, Beech, and Donelr'l (-' 2.) each tolr'I of but 
a single c::- se, wh.ile others riuote r1 from lPrger sta-
ti.sties; Reid ( 42) in 1923 revi( '·°''ed the noPt-mortem 
recorr'! q of' crses of 1Jernicions 8nemi_a nt the Boston 
City Hos pi tc. 1 from 1916 to 19?1 enr'I founn eleven er P.c s 
which presenten c;::,:;·C'ir·c aspects. '.:\Tilkinson (, 2) in 2 
stud~t of three hundred anr 1 sevent7 ce-1ses of' nernicio 11s 
anemia found three cc-,ses •'Tith symotoms of angina or 
coronary thrombosis. Keefer F:nd Res:iil-c, Porter, Pick-
ering and Wayne, Hochrein and Mathe~, Paschkis, Bloch, 
Zim'11erman, Reichel, in largt: series of -oernicious 
anemic: cases found comparatively fe 1s v.ri th anginal 
t ( 49' ( ·• n) symp oms. , "-··: lJo 
Herrick ( ?3) in 19?"7, c'!escribed three more in-
stPnce2, in t'.·''0 of •·r11 ich , rteri.osclerotic changes of 
the coronc•ry arteries vrn · founr'-. Herrick, in his re-
vievv of the literature rem;::-rken thet the combirn:tion 
of pernicious anemi2 snr::i angine pectoris heve been 
infrequently noted, end believe~ ttPt coronPry diseeRe 
was partially responsible for the presence of the an-
ginal syndrome. He assumed the-,t bloon of poor quPlity 
going through somewhat narrO\vecl arteries might fever 
on slight provocation the development of an angine.l 
atteck. ( 66) 
·~, 
and sixty ccscs of ~-:ernic:Lou~; rnen:i .. 2 encounterrc" nt 
the L~ayo Clinic. They fourJ: tb.c nnginr 1 synaromF ,.,, ? 
present in forty-three (2.7 per cent) of the 0 e patients, 
in only one of whom a postmortem exr·,mtnction we;~. mer:e. 
Unfortunately, permission to remove the heart 'Nn s not 
grsnted, and the sm2llness of its size 'S'--' s the only 
feature remPrlced upon. 
Levine ( 6CJ) in his stuay of pernic iouc:1 anemin, 
complicater:_ vri t.h Angina uectoris, makes tl!e following 
stfi tement, "Even id th 1/12 of the normed number of 
red blood cells, I do not believe thAt the anemia 
v.rould initirte en attack of sngina pectoris without 
ported improvement and often complete cessation of 
anginal ettacJrn follmrdng transfusion, and, more re-
cently, anti-anemia therapy. (22) (66) 
Lewis, Wayne, Pickering, 2nd LaPlace in a study 
of the influence of anemia on angina pectoris noted 
four of six severel·' anemic pe.tientG sei7.ed to iave 
pa in v.rhen the hemoglobin 11c: a risen ebove :fifty ner cent. 
Their observ2tions lend additionAl support to the be-
lief thrt angina pectoris and intermittent claudica-
tion ere due to similer mechanisms in the heart and 
.~ r·1 
L'"; I • 
skeletal muscles. They, c: s vmll e (' Keefer end Resnik, 
Willius and Giffin, Cabot, and many others, conclude 
that the anginal syndrome in pernicious Ememia is due 
to anoxemia of the myocardium. and not to the coronery 
or aortic sclerosis. (6) (23) (32) (42) (53) (66) 
c. Gastrointestinal Disorders and Gall Bladder Disease 
The similarity of the pnin of r'nginB pectoris end 
the pain due to certain lesions of the g8strointrs-
tinal tract rnr1 V'P gc;ll blender is not unusual, anr'! is 
well knovm. 11he immediate cessation of an attacJc of 
angina pectoris follov.'inc eructation of cas as ·well as 
the initiation of an Anginal att2c~ following a heavy 
meel or gaseous r-istention is not uncommon. ( 22) 
Bellet (5) states that neither the evidence 
ave.ilable in the litera•~ure nor his ovm clinicrol ex-
perience justifies the conclusion that gall bledder 
pathology can act as an etiologic egent in nrooucing 
actual myocerflial changes in an otherviise norm0l 
he.art. However, he st2tes thet it cen a ct as Bn ag-
gravating factor in the presence of alreaay existing 
myocardial disease and, in many cases, it may precipi-
tate serious cardie.c disturbances such as angina pec-
toris. Experimentally in dogs, Bellet and his asso-
ciates be.ve observed no chan1~~e ir the heert function 
upon distention of the gall bl8dder in the nresence 
of R normFl he2rt, but wl1Pn the }rnsrt v·es di8eased, 
serious cerCliec a isturbencr: s ~'"BT'P observe fl. ( ;5) 
Those ccses thet Bellet snd hi~ associetes (5) 
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observed ~~ere tte gcll blPridcr WPS considered to be 
the causative fac~;or in the nror'uction o:·· serions 
cardiac disturbencc;s occureo in netient::i wit~: myo-
car~ial ~iqeG~e. The occurrence of severe ettEcks 
of biliarv colic in prtients vd t!: verious types of 
myocardiel disurne for exnmple, erterj_osclerosis or 
coronar".- e:_rtery disease, may be a serious m2t ter. 
Attacks of biliary colic may produce a strain on the 
cardiovascular system sufficient to produce major 
carrliec e.ttacks similiating that of engine pectoris. 
( 5) 
One must not overlook trw f P:ct that a consider-
e.ble number of cases of myocr:rdiel fliscases of verious 
types may coexist ·with involvement of the r:rdl bladder 
either due to a cholecystitis or a cholelithiesis. In 
those cc:,ses 'here it is diffic~1lt to ristinguist: st-
tacks of gc:ll bladder colic and myoce1rdiel ischemia 
as a resul i; of coroncry ertery involvEment, the nossi-
bility should be borne in min~ thBt both conditions 
may coexist in the same patient. 
Necropsy statistics indicate the pre~ence of a 
high percentage of gPll stones in ceses of vromen over 
fifty years of ege 1vho have die o from verious causes 
other than c":olelithiesi:-:. Tennent enr1 Zim.merman (15) 
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observen e series of 1,600 COY',~::ec 11tivr: r:utopsies of 
which 6911 v;ere on inc1 i vi.duP J_--., over fort·r yeers o:f' 8f P. 
They found 12G ces~s of arteriosclerotic heort discese 
of v«hicr1 ?!""· sliO-· e1l coexist inc gr 11 ble rnfr ri isrr-·· <:<r • 
Hebfus (:_;) studierl 200 consecutivf cr··"rs of grll blrd-
der diseese ena fnuna the in 71 c2sPs, 35.5 per CF'nt, 
there vvc:-; evioence of cardicic ccnscio<Jsness in some 
form. J.nginB pee .oris ·we:,~~ suspected in G ct: srs, or 
3 per cent. Willius and Fitzpatrick (5) renort of 
596 cases of chronic disfese of the grll blaoder of 
1.vhich 229 coses, or 39 per cent, had orgc:,nic disec: se 
of the car~iovasculer system. Of the entire series, 
5 cr:scs of angina pectoris vvere note•7 • Kahn anr' BAr-
sky ( 5) revie·wed 2.00 cr scs o-r cnf ins -pectoris end found 
gall bled~er fisees~ in 10 of the cfses. From this, 
Bellet conclu~ed th2t the rssociation of 11 blrd~er 
disease and CE"rdiovc;scular psthology is by no meenP 
re.re. 
Edieken ( 2.2) reportea e. v.10man ·with spesm of tb.e 
card ia which complic0ted effort angina of seVPT'c 1 
years duration. He was able to s~ow by electrocerdio-
gram and X-ray examination, evir'lence of coronf;ry di-
sentrn, aortic • isease, and spasm of the cerdia. Vfl1en 
the patient sw£1llov.:ec1. the attacb=1 of pain vrere elicite~; 
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similiar in finol distribution, but some'Nhrt r1 ifi'erent 
in initial loc&tion of true ettecks of angins nectoris. 
The chief differences betv;een th=: t~··o t''nes of attAc>s 
of pain 1 .• :ere thuE: 'I1he attacks of long st0nfling angirn-' 
pectoris v.rere induced by effort or excitement, relieved 
by rent end glyce·r;.rl trini trste, end l:ninfluence rl by 
by antispasmoclics. Tlle f1ttac}cs thet follo·v.'eo svrallow-
ing vrere not influenced by re st or glycer'.rl trini trPte 
but ·were relieved by antispesmodics. These observa-
tions sugcest tJ.-:2t "'.Desm or· thE cerri ie we. s a signi-
ficant factor in the mech8nism responsible for t'he 
attack~ of pe..in after sv:ellm•:ing. Von Bergmenn fies 
found by X-ray examinetion that diletation of thP es-
ophagus 2t, or just above the cerdia, is freauentlv 
found in patients witb angina or "anginoid" svmntoms. 
Jackson and Jackson (36) in 1936 stete~ thFt 
angina pectoris is due to ccute incoorriinated spas-
modic contractions of the esophagus and stomach. Due 
to gas or other stomach contents entrapuea under pres-
sure. the v1slls of' either vi'"".cns 1•rith their contained 
or ea ,iecent. nerves and tis,.,ues are strsinec1 or in,jured. 
They shov.red thet the electro stimulrtion incifle of the 
esophagus et en appropriate locPtion wit~in the chest 
procluced musculc:r contrections anr, pain in exactly t~ose 
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areac: of the body- in which :oain is developed <'luring 
acute astacks of angina pectoris and coronrry t~rom-
basis. They concluded the nerve: innervPtion 1.1res 
strictly ipsolate~al anr1 does not come from the heert. 
{ ';( (',) .__,(_, 
Porter ( 35) described 8 case of diapnregmatic 
flutter with s:vmptoms of engine pectoris. In this 
cese, the fluttering n10vement'"" of the fliAphregm, ~50 
or more ner minute, 1'rere s:1nerimnosen on the resnir-
atory diaphragm movements. The netient compleine~ of 
an agonizing pein in the left pectorinl P~ee accom-
panie d by a crFJlilp-like pe in in the left arm rnr'! ring 
and little finger of the left hend. The left nhrenic 
nerve v.ras injected 1:Jith procain hydrochloride which 
caused the pain to a isappear imrn.ed iatel:·:r. The dia-
phragmatic "flutter" cec-:sed in the left side of the 
diaphragm it occurrr r, on. Seven hours lPter ( l/Jhen 
the locc:ol effects of the drug hed vmrn off) all of 
the eerlier s:vmntoms occurreo. Procaine v1es again 
i . t , b t t 1 • -I- • • _,_ ·- "h • 1 t h • n,1ec ec, u 111_s vlme in 1,o 1JJ1e rig_._1., -p,_renic nerve, 
whicl1 re<:'.11lte:-1 in imT'lediF1te disappearAnce of rain,, 
r9lexation of the right side of the ~1aphragm And diR-
appearance Of tbe "flutter"• VH1en the locel rnes-
thesia vrore off the min enc'l "flutter" returnen. 'T''he 
heart and aorta v.rere entireL' norm.£1. Porter v:as con-
vinced thPt this cesr was instructivP in showing th2t 
abnormr 1 movements of t11E: dir1nhrAfm, nrob2blv in tl1e 
neighborhoo~ of thP central tenfon Pn~ cPr~iPc orifice. 
can lee o to painful d isturbrnce s thr t unfloubte rl'r in-
volve the same sensory nerveP th8t CPrr'' th8 pFiin from 
the left arm nna ring anr little finger in B tynicPl 
attack of anginf; pectoris. Jackson ena Jeclrnon ( :7i5) 
believe a procaine paralysis of the nhrPnic nerveP 
vv'ith imrnediat.e relief is prBcticr llv an2lgons to the 
relief obtained by excision of the superior cervicel 
ganglion or of one lobe of the thyroid gland, but with 
exception thet these letter c2ses mFiv involve tvm me-
chanisms instePd of one motor mechanism involved of 
parel:n=ds of one uhrPn-i_c nerve. 
I Svw?lm anc Morrison in 1938 ( 70) studied four pa-
~ ient s V!i th typicP. 1 anginc=i nectoris S'·!TlPtoms s imul-
1aneousl'" with ballon ristention ana kymograp11ic re-
~ordings of the mt1scle ectivity of the esouhagus end 
stomach, e lectrocerd iographic tre c ing"· WFre recorre r;. 
In three oJ' the p2tients severE, pain WBS nror'luced. 
Characteristic pain was produced as seen in cnpinP 
but still more severe. Swe.lm and Morrison concluded 
this was perfect demonstretion of the fEct thet stim11li 
arising from the esophacus <mrl stomrcl~ c2n inf!··cr 
dangerous cLrd iac chenge s. '~'":ro pa tient2 dE.:ve lo pen 
marked cbanges in the H-T segments, including merkeo 
evinence of ventriculr:r irri ta1.Jili ty evincnced by 
m1)l tifocel ventriculF1 r contract ions. ( '70) This like-
'iNise corrobercc te s the v.ror·r oone by Fi tz-Hugn fnf 1,Vol-
ff':rth ( '70) to the effect t}·1at gr: 11 stones can reflexly 
ceuse inverted R-T vreves, an·: u-pon the uerformence of 
cholecystectomy for stone~-:i. a complete return to normal 
electrocardiogram in BS eerly es slx weeks nost-oner-
atively. Along with this, there is freauently ~isap­
pearance of angina seizures and symntoms such PS pal-
pitation, heart consiousness, dyspnea on exertion, 
and effort limitations. 
v.rolffe and Digilo ( 70) have recently shown th2t 
there is a relationship of the gastrointestinal tract 
and the cardiovasculsr system. They brought out the 
fact thet morphine sulphete per se, 1vhen PdministerPn 
in cases of acute coronEry occulsion is distinctly 
detrimental except in cPses of excruciating nain. 
They agree v.ri th Hymen and his e 8Soc iates ( 70) that 
the indiscriminate use of morphine sulphPte in ecute 
coronary thrombosis is one of the major facts in the 
production of the associated gastrointestinel dis-
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turbences. 
2.v.'elm 8nd Morrison ( 70) recentl'r renor·0ed eleven 
potients comole, ining of gestrointe s't inal risei· "e, : Lx 
of ,-~1om hed Rngina nectoris, three, ~raven coron2ry 
occulO'ion, and two, rheumetic hearts. It vw:s pos-
sible to abolish completely, the 1=mginoi .. d syndrome in 
four of the six cases by concentrated g2strointestin2l 
regime, involving diet, non-surgicnl bili:::>ry dreinege, 
antispasmodics, sedatives to the autonomic and central 
nervous system, attention to the bowels and general 
hygienic measures. (70) 
Bruno Kisch (28) and his pupils by explaining the 
mechanism of irra.oietio11 of autonomic reflexes, m8de 
it finally Dossible for us to understand hmv en af-
fection of the gallbladder or of the kidneys, or some 
pathologic condition or accident in the a.bnomen or in 
the thorax can cause stenocerdiel pain. The angina 
pectoris thus reflexly ·9roduced is not difrerent from 
true angina pectoris in as mucJ-1 as an ischemic condi-
tion of the myocerdium is present in both. It is true, 
of course, that stenocardial pai~ need be the result 
of neither an organic heart lesion nor i:rraciatj_on 
of the autonomic reflexes from a diseased or function-
ally disturbed extracardiac organ. The pain (alvravs in 
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the thoracic 'i•rall, not in the hecc:rt i tSf' lf) ma:r be 
radieter1 to the chec:it wall, for instence, from a di-
sessed gallbladder. This is not the precor~ial pain 
known as c=mg ine pectori s. ( 28) 
Kc:1tzmon (4-1) st2te~~ thet ell pains in the heert 
regions not due to A1v1xemia of the heart muscles P.re 
not anginal. There c2n be no useudo-angine. The nein 
is due either to angina pectoris or it is not due to 
angina pectoris. Angina pectoris mBy be of all de-
grees of severity, from very mild to agoni7ing, end 
even to the production of a fatal termination. It 
may be diagnosed by the sudden cnset of a pain of short 
duration causing the patient to stop short. There is 
no shock accompaning the characteristic vague indes-
cribable sensation of unrest or distress. The pain is 
relieveil b•r nitroglycerine or rest. TheTe is no cl1ar-
acteristic electrocerdiogrPm. Hov.rever, the electro-
crrdiogrr•m often shows chenges during the attack of 
angina vThich subside efter a nitroglycerine tAblet is 
taken which would definitelv prove the cr-:rdisc brsis 
for the angina. Electrocer~iogrephic evidence of a 
coronar;r artery disease is shovm by about 80 per cent 
of the patients suffering from angine. The blood nres-
sure in anginc:; is net lovrered, which differentiates the 
anginal pain from that of coronr'ry occlusion, in which 
condition, the blood pressur~ often drops precipitately. 
The demonstration of erteriosclerosis in retinel or leg 
arteries is of some ai~. Exercise tests Pr8 important, 




Davis Bnd Kleiner (20) reuorted a series of cases 
in v~ich essential hypertension nlaye(l e major role 
in the riror';uction of angine l)ectoris. They stun ied 
21 cases of angina pectoris in ~~ich there ~Ts no evi-
dence of hypertension, an:" forty Cf<ses c''~1icl1 showed 
hypertension. 'rhey were 2ble to demonstr2te that hvuer-
tensive heart c1iseene predispo~.f:S to attac·(s Of rngina 
pectoris in patients with lesser ~eGrees of coronPry 
sclerosis. 
Two factors 1•rhich v.rere present in these pF::tients 
having hypertension and may have favored the occurrence 
of angina were: (1) cardiac hypertrophy, and (2) in-
creesea cardiac vrork. Weern ( 20) sugge'='.ter'l that CPr-
diec hypertrophy interferes 1.''ith the nutrition of the 
heart muscle, for the numbE'r of c2nillaries remains 
unchanged in spite of the incre.rsr: of muscle mr-iss. Har-
rison (20) demonstraten thr:t oxygen diffusion into the 
muscle fibe:-rs is :prob1,;bly imneirea 1/then the musclP .c> • !1-
bers increase in thickness. Cardiac hypertro·o11y vms 
noted in 80 per cent of the cAses of hynertension re-
ported by Davis and Klainer. (20) Congestive failu~e 
itself is a factor in th~ production of hypertronhy, so 
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thPt in m2ny of the~r ceses it 'ses imposrible to B9Cer-
te in hm1r muc:: of the hynertronh7 weP er use a '>y the hy-
pertension alone. Devis ena Kleiner {20) reuortea 8 
patients vlith angina pectoris unassoc:i.r>'.~.eri 1"it:< 2 se-
vere coronary disense in five of v~ich the hePrts v~re 
markedly hypertrophied, weighing from 600 to 8<"0 grems 
at necrC>psy. In the st: ce.ses, hypertrophy ·w8s nrobFbly 
and important factor in the production of the nngin~0 1 
syndrome. 
A factor present in all cases of essential hyper-
tension is increesen cr1rdir:c "Nork; this hes been shown 
to be of importance in the angina uectoris essociated 
with thyrotoxicosis, and oerheps in c•:ronic anemia. 
It is probnbly im:oortPnt in the nro<'iuction or angina 
pectoris, in cases of hypertension 11dtho·1t severe coro-
nary disease. (20) 
Groedel ( 213) st2tes the.t man;r cases of angina 
pectoris and some c>ses of Ficute coronary occulsion 
are primarily blood pressure patients. He points out 
that one must not forget the importBnt fact that an 
unstable bloc~ pressure can lead to temporatory dila-
tation o:f the aorta and, in turn, to a temnorary par-
tial stenosis o:f' the mouth of the coronories. A sud-
den depression or elevation of the blood preR~UrP 
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disturbs the coronary circulation more markedly and 
more unfavorably than that of eny other orgHn. It is 
true that tho resultant coronery attacks e.re usually 
mild, but they cen be follovmd b:r substantial changes 
in the heart. This is especially true 1.-rhen the coro-
naries are diseaRed. (28) 
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v. Mechanism of Pain 
Keefer e.nd Resnik report the striking simili=,rity 
between ane:,'.ina pectoris r-nd intermiti:.ent cle11<1icri-'.:',ion 
as having long been noted. In both instences, the 
pain is brought on by effort, it is crnmn-like in 
character, and rapidly relieved by rest. In intermit-
tent claudication, there is not any question about the 
cause of the pain. It is due to diminished blood sun-
ply to the muscles. (L18) 
The experimental vror1:;: of Me.cV·Tilliam ana Webster 
( / ~"") is importnnt in explaining the DA in in skeletal 
muscles. 'They fonnd th<'t ,Nhen the blood su-::1nl 'l to the 
arm is shut off b~r constriction, pain is not cP11seo, 
even at the end of tv.rent~r minutes, provined the mus.-
cles remain quiet. V.fhen, however, the ischemic Arm is 
made to contract, fatigue is brought on muc1-, more onick-
ly than it is in the normal arm, r·nd at tl1e fatigue 
point, there is severe pain. Moreover, pain can be 
elicited even before the fatigue point is reached, at 
a time v1hen the contractile povv-er of thF. muscle is 
still good. This latter fact is of importance, since 
it is at lee.st a p2rtirol ansv..rer to the ob.iection thst 
ma:r be reised, namely, that heArt m1 1scle cennot be 
(' ') 
\) ~'. 
f ct igued. It O.emonst:rrite s t:tr-'::. '.'!'riet'ler or not therP is 
11ny rel at ionsL ip bet1·veen "18 in rnr=1 ~'et ig11e under t11e 
circumstrnces of e mrncle contracting ~N"hen its OX'lgen 
supply is inadequate, pain is the earlier manifrstntion. 
In view of the close correspondence of these results 
with the clinical fae ,~3 of angine pectoris, t:nese auth-
ors SW''gest that processes of essentisll1,r the same na-
ture ere responsible for the pain in angina pectoris. 
Fven more convinci11g evinence is nrod11ced by the na-
tural exneriment of acute coroner;r obstruction, a con-
dition chrrncterized by en outsttinding circumstance, 
the production of e surir'len Bcute anc:1xem:La of the myo-
cardium. It is sce.rcely necPsser::r to call attention 
to the similarity o:f this pain t·; thet of PnginB pec-
toris. (42) 
It has been stated before that the term "angina 
pectoris" should be applied ohly to the condition that 
corresponds to the one described by Heberden. charac-
terized by a more or less typical pain and by the like-
lihood of termimition by sunden <'leath. Keefer and 
Resnik havP insisted on the imuortance of thls second 
fent.ure, because they believe the evidence is 8Uffici-
ently s t:.rong to r::ttribute its occurrence to t.11e same 
underlying cause thet brings in the uein• anoxemia of 
the hesrt muscle. 
'J'he:re is not .any doubt thet there r're other tvnes 
of csr• inc pa in wh icJ: closely s im1Jl2te "true" engine 
pee ::,oris. One me-- 2dd thet in ~ome ini:::trnce c:. tr1e 
pain ma;.r be indist-.ing:JishPble clinca11-, from Pie DPin 
of the condition nescribed by Heberden. Yet these 
pains do not deserve the n2me 11 e.ncina pectoris" since 
they do not have the same caU'"f'. 'They ao not depend 
on a nisturbr·nce of function that ma;,r le2d to sndden 
death. rrhe fret thcit the pain may closcl'r resemble 
thet of angim= pectoris need not leer'l us estray in 
our formulation of e concention of the pethogenesis of 
angina. It must not bP c:s~mmed tht=:t nain occurring in 
a certain region of the chest and raniating in a char-
acteristic way is necessarily synonymous with the con-
dition celled angina pectoris. (42) 
The pain :produced is, to some extent, 0enendent 
upon the sensitivity of the patient. The peripheral 
origin of this pain theoretically may be found in any 
part of the heart and aorta, since nerve terminals which 
seem to be sensory are found scattered diffusely through-
out the walls of the heart rnd aorta. Experiment2l 
mechanical stimulrtion of thE' coronery sheeth and ad-
vent i tia of the aortP hes sro·wn the~·e. to be sensitive, 
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while the endo, myo, and epicera iurn sre said to be re-
latively insensitive. The stimulus for the nain is 
thought to be due to the accumulation of' some metabo-
lite, perhA ps ls ct ic Fi.Cid in the m·.·oca rn ium. However, 
these )Uestions are not entirely settle<'l. ( i'.2) 
The co;irse of the pP in nroducing stimulus is bet-
ter knovm at nresent. Most of the painful stimuli ere 
conducted along the sym-pathetic aff'eren'·.s ·which include 
the surierior, middle and inferior sympe.thetic cardiac 
nerves, and the most recently discovc:r'ed thoracic car-
diac ganglia re 1:.pectively. Hov~ever, some unnonscion s 
stimuli are conveyed to the medulla through the vagi. 
The sympathetic cervical ganglia have few direct con-
nect ions with the spinal cord, so that impulses must 
be relayed over connections between these and the upper 
five thoracic sympathetic ganglia from which white white 
rami communicantes run to the spinal corn. A difference 
of opinion exists as to whether these sensory impulses 
are conveyed up the. spinal cord by direct or indirect 
pathvrays, or both, to the thalmus. ( 42) 
Katz ( t:2) believes that the greatest support of 
the ischemic theory has come out of the work on human 
skeletal muscle. "The pain which deve lo us in contrect-
ing muscle during ischemia might be caused (1) by the 
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direct or indirect ection of the 12,c~~ of oxygen whi_ch 
accompanies ischemia. (2) by the diminution of other 
materials normally supplied by the arteriel blood, 
(3) by the incomplete mech1::nicel :-cmov9l of proaucts of 
muscular metabolism which follows the retc-:rdation of 
the blood flo·w, or ( t,) by the combined ection of sev-
ersl of these factors." 
Katz ( 40) concl11ded th2t tr•e stimi1lus for nain e.n-
peBr'' to consist of some metrbolic product (or products) 
which is produced 1uantite.tivPl:r in proportion to the 
work done by the heert. The amount of the chemicFd 
product produced for e given c-monti ty of work. is in-
creased when the diastolic blood oressure is elevnted, 
because the heart has to exert more effort in raising 
the pressure of its content above the diastolic aortic 
pressure before it can expel the blooa. This, in pert, 
is also the cause for the inefficiency of the rapidly 
beating heart. A similf'.r inefficiencv occurs vrl:en tlle 
heart is failing, because the heart dilRtes in order 
to do its rmrk. 
Katz believes the accumulEtion of the metFJbolic 
proctuct v0ich acts to stifil1lrte nain is checkect, in nPrt, 
by a mechenicel, and, in pert by a chemicAl :orocef:.'!s. 
The first ic, a ·washing &vray of t~1e subPt.r:.nce b;r the cir-
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culating blood, the secon~ i2 n locnl conversion to 
some other substance ·in the prr;sence of oxygen. This 
pain producing subc1tance vlill, therefore. incref.lse in 
concentration ·whenever the circuli:Jtion i·~ slowed or 
whenever the oxygen content of tt-1c blood entering the 
coronrry Prteries is decrr2sea. 
Gilbert (~9) believes there is P rrnson to Fssume 
thAt, in some cases anginr mP\T be rne to vasomotor 
factors which arr responsible for t:ie leek of e01.1ili-
brium betv,een the blood s11pDl:r cine' t-,i1e demr-ma of tne 
heart muscle. One vmuld have to con!'d.ner e fB ilure 
of the vnsodilc3-::.or mechanism to resnond to incrPPsea 
demend, a failure of relaxation of t>c vagus tone 1•rhLc!1 
Rein has shown to be present or, in some ceses, an 
actual vasoconstriction. Theoretic2lly, one or the 
other mechanism mtght be the determining f2ctor in 
diff~rent ceses. 
If one assumes that the lnc'r of eriuilibrium be-
tvreen the needs of the heart muscle and the blood sup-
ply can result from vasomotor changes or from 12ck of 
such changes, 8S vmll as from arn::tom1_c ch2nges, one 
might explain a gre2t m2ny of ttie ob~erv0tions rPpara-
ing not only angina pectoris but rlegeneretivP changes 
in the heart muscle v,'bich it is r'lifficult to exnl1-1in 
{'. r7 
.) ' . 
on a nurel~T s ~rue ,-,ura l be sis. ( ~9) 
It is recognized, for example, that anpina nec-
toris fre 'uentl'" occurs in patieni,s of ;1:hom there is no 
clinical rerson to susueci, P<'t};olop:ic chsngr:s in the 
heart or its vessels and in whorri there is no clinicr-1 
or laboratory evidence of such changes. Pt autonsy 
such persons frequently show only such alteretions 
as vvould be expected et the age e.t which they die. It 
must always be borne in mind that most persons will 
have very definite coron2ry chanpes by thP age of L5, 
as shovm by Brooks. {29) 
Gilbert ( 29) states that the ass 11mption of a vaso-
motor ftictor v.roula elso explain why anginn. sPems to be 
more frequent in a groun of persons vtho eppear to be 
more highly organized or less stable nervously or who 
have '11hat Hanston referred to as the "spasmogenic ap-
titude." In such a group, autonomic inbalance is fre-
quently expressed in many v.rays. 
Gilbert (29) continues to stete the assumption of 
such vasomotor phenomena would also explain the fre-
quent occurrence of angina in patients working tensel:'\r, 
under conditions of stress and strain, with inadequate 
rest and relaxation. TherP is reason to think thet 
fatigue and emotional stress also tend to produce an 
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autonomic imbnlance, iust 2 s during the ~;vorlri Vlar the 
avietors showed evidence of 2n overlabile autonomic sys-
tern es thr· T'f;sult or st.<=':leness. ~1 l1is conr1 ition vmnld 
be relieved by a period in the re~t cam~. {29) 
This vasomotor phenomena '."·T01J.ld also exnle in vihy 
the patient ·who suffers a.e.ily Attecks of anginn nec-
toris of effort under the strain of 1 d.c; fiai.l'r work is 
able to undergo much more nhysiccl effo:rt wit'lout at-
tacks while he is away on vacation. It hes been noted 
th~1t patients on their return from vacations experience 
the return of ettac~s of angina. 
It would explain also the occurrence of e.nginal 
pain in the so-callen effort synnrome, or neuro-circula-
tory esthenio. W1rntt:V' r the group vdth th is condition 
may or may not be, it is 11 groUT) of younger nersons 
che.racterized by an overlabile auton0mic system, re-
sponding to smaller stimuli then n::irmel. This condi-
tion fre1uently follov.rs es the rc~ult o:f' fatigue or of 
physical or psychic traumn. It m2.y f ollo·w such trauma 
in normal persons, if the trauma is severe enough or 
exerted over e long enough period. It will res-il t 
more reE:~a1_1y in the group which Campbell classified as 
"constitutionally inferior." (29) 
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Riseman Pnd Brovm (61) s'.:,u-'ier'l thf:-"'l effect of oxy-
gen on the exercise toler2nc0 of 1 7 n2tients oi:itl' 2n-
ginn pec:~oris. 'rests v.rere cerriec1 out i:1 P room of 
constant temneraturr (L50 __ 550F.) and consisted of ~PV­
ing the patients repeD.tedly mount Pn:'l aescend a two-
step stairc~se until en 2tteck of engin2 dPVPloned. 
The exercises were carried. out at least 'llle ho1_1r efter 
a light bre2.kfast; onl~r one test vms performea on any 
given day; and no medicetion vms talrnn by the patient 
for one ·week prior to the test. 
The ef':fect of the oxygEm we':<. studier1 by having 
these indivirluals inhale pure, undiluted oxygf;n for 
ten minute~:; vfh ile standing nt rest, end then having 
them exercise under the usu<~l stPnc'l a:r-c coDn it ions, 
while they continued to breathe oxygen. P series of 
Douglas bags connectea to a stetionEry mc:.nifold servr·n 
as a reservoir for the ox~rgen. 
inside diameter of 3/ 4 inch v:a s 
Rubber tubirf~ v .. rith en 
led from this rr-Pervoir 
to a Krogh valve, in order to nrevcnt rebree.thing; the 
tubing and the valves were attached to the patir·nt in 
such a vmy as to allm'r exercise with complete freedom. 
Control exper'imE'nt s ... ,ere carried out in a mFmner which 
was identicol except that the Douglas bags ·were filled 
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with room air inster>r of oxye;en. The p0tients \Vere not 
avvare of the composition of the gc-1.s breatbed or its 
possible effect in their exercise tolerence. ( 61) 
BreBthing oxygen from the Douglas bn;;R enabled 
11 of the 17 patients to do considerf'bl'' r:i.ore "'Ork; 
l exercised until :forced to stern becen~r of fetigue 
without devnloping iJain. 9 of the-::e 11 patients were 
39 to 53 years of Pge, 8Ilr'1 the remeining two -v•;ere 5? 
and 58 years old. In 7 patients, more than 35 trins 
vrere necessary to induce pa in while bre 3thing room 
air; the other 4 patients developed nain in less than 
35 trips. ( 61) 
The remaining 6 of 17 patients were not able to do 
any more work while breathing oxygen. Only one of the~e 
patients was less than 53 years of age, and only 2 could 
perform more than 35 trips before oev(-:;loping angina. ( 61) 
Riseman end Brovm ( 61) state thr t it is evident that 
many patients v;i th anginA can do ':rork before develoning 
pain if they breat oxygen before and during exertion. 
Their findings a.re consistent with the a.noxemia theory 
of angina pectoris. Breathing oxygen both before and 
during exertion, therefore, tends to nrevent myoc:c:rr'liFl 
anoxemie_ and its sequelae. These mec112nisms, however, 
do not entirely compensate for a deficient coronf~ry 
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flo"vv, for R.iseman an'~ Brovm ( 61) founo that the more 
elderly patien~:-,s with 0 relatively :=mell tolerEncc to 
exercise, i'Jho presumr;tily have r,_ greater de{::ree of cor- /, 
onary arterioscleros i~:; <:1re likely to be benefited by 
oxygen. Furthermore, many of those pc:tients who ere 
helped by oxygen in~alation will devrlon uain if they 
exercise for sufficienLl:r long peric-Jr'ls of time. (61) 
Hothschild and Kiss in ( 61) ( 63) have shmvn th2,t 
atteclcs cr:_n be induce c_'! in the se.mP patients viii t:i 2nginr 
by having them breath room air depleted of its oxygen. 
This adds additionFll evidence in favor of the anoxemic 
theory, for it shows that all C&SPS of engins pectoris 
can be prevc-r1_ c.u" by preventing snoxemi&. ( Gl) 
Iwthschild s.nd Kiss in ( 63) in their experiment, 
induced in 46 individuals a general anoxemia, several 
of whom w0re sub.jected to the experiment twice. 26 of 
the individuals had a previous history of angina pec-
toris. 18 of the 26 experienced attacks of anginal 
pain when the anoxemie was innucea, while the 20 sub-
,jecLs not having 1H'n 2ttac~:s pn~viously did not wit-
ness any such pain. (63) 
Those patients in 1nhich the attacks were induced 
witnessed the ~;Eime type of 1:iain es when sponteneous 
attaclcs occurred. A patient who gave o history of nain 
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beginning in the left elbow and radiating to the chest, 
developed the pain in the same side enr1 vdth tbe same 
radiation during anoxemia. Several patients remarked 
"This is the same pain that bot~1ers me." The pain sub-
sided, as a rule, as soon as air (20.9 per cent oxygPn) 
was admitted to the lungs. (63) 
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4. The coronary blood supply of which is suffi-
cient under n0rm2l circumstances, is inadequate to 
meet the demand placPd 0n it by the 8dded work of the 
heart, produced by hyperthyr':l i di sm. Therefore, the 
anoxemiF produced is responsible for the angina pro-
duced in such cases. 
5. It has been n~ticed in the majority of patients 
compla.ining of hypothyr0idism a.dmi tted to the Peter Bent 
Brigham Hospital, tha.t a.n unusual a.mount of thickening 
is present in the peripheral arteries. Therefore, it 
appears tha.t patients with hypothyroidism suffering 
from a.ngina. have considerable amount of sclerosis of 
the coronary arteries. 
6. There is definite evidence to prove that pa-
tients with diabetes are prone to develop vascular di-
sease. It is to be remembered that the coronary ves-
sels are likely to be implicP.ted as well as arteries 
of the body and, therefore, attacks of angina pectoris 
may follow. 
7. The rapid excretion of adrenalin with impaired 
corrinary a.rteries by sclerosis brings about anginal 
attacks. The inadequate blood flow does not meet with 
the demand of the cardia.c muscles. 
8. It is c:issur"'ed bv many authors that anginal 
'7 5. 
attack~ associated with pernicious anemia are due to the 
lack of oxygen to the cardi8c muscle. Anti-anemic ther-
8PY often relieves the patient of his angirn::i.l symptoms. 
9. Bellet states that gastrointestinal disorders 
a.nd gall bladder disease C8n act as a.n aggrava.ting fac-
tor in the pres~nce of alreP.dy existing myocardial di-
sease pnd, in many cases, it mav precipitate serious 
cardiac disturbPnces. However, the pain reflexly pro-
duced by such disturbances is not the true anginal pain 
and is only "anginoid" in character. Katzman states 
that all pains in the heart region not due to anoxemia 
of the heart muscle are not angina.l. 
10. A factor present in all cases of essential hy-
pertension is increased cardiac work. This has been 
shown to be of importance in the angina pectoris asso-
ciPted with thyrotoxicosis, and perhaps in chronic 
anemia. Also hypertrophy is noticed in many cases. 
Wea.rn suggested that cardia.c hypertrophy interferes 
with the nutrition of the hea.rt muscle, for the number 
of capillaries remPins unchanged in spite of the increase 
of muscle mPss. 
11. Keefer and Resnik report the striking similRr-
ity between angina pectoris and intermittent claudica-
tion. The experimental work of MacWilliam a.nd Webster 
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pointed out certain charact.eristics in the pain pro-
duced in skeletal muscles. There are other types of 
cardiPc p~in which closely simulate "true 11 a.ngina pec-
t0ri s, yet these pa.ins (i') not deserve the nrune "angina 
pectoris" since they do not have the srune cause. The 
anginal pain produced is to some extent dependent upon 
the sensitivity of the patient. Katz believes that the 
stimulus for pain is due to some metabolic product which 
is produced quantitatively in proportion to the work 
done by the heart. It is believed by the majority of 
authors that the stimulus for the pain is due to the 
accumulation of some metabolite, perhaps lactic acid 
in the myocardium. However, this is not entirely set-
tled. 
Gilbert believes there is a reason to assume that 
in some cases angina may be due to vasomotor factors 
which are responsible for the lack of equilibrium be-
tween supply and demand. 
Riseman and Brown studied the effects of oxygen on 
the exercise tolera.nce of l? patients with angina pec-
toris and found that many patients with a,ngina can do 
work hefore developing pa.in if they breath oxygen before 
and during exertion. 
Rothschild a.nd Kissin have shown that attacks can 
??. 
be induced in the se,me patients with angina by having 
them bree.th room Hir depleted of its oxygen. This 
edds eddi tione.l evidence in fHvor of the anoxemi_c the-
ory for it shows that all cases of ~mgina. pectoris can 
be prevented by preventing the anoxemia. 
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VII. Conclusion 
In review of the literature, most authors strong-
ly support the theory th8t anoxemie of the myocardium 
is the most accepted cause of angina pectoris. Regard-
less of how the anoxemia of the cardiac muscle is 
brought about, whether by an organic factor, or by 
some functional means, the la,ck of oxygen to the tis-
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